Abstract. In this paper, the free vibration of an annular membrane consisting of three concentric segments is considered. The frequency equation and mode shapes are obtained by the use of the Green's function method. A numerical example to vibration problem of nonhomogeneous annular membrane is presented.
Introduction
The problem of transverse vibrations of composite annular membranes has been considered by several authors [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the papers [1, 2] the free vibration of composite membranes consisting of two annular segments is investigated. The exact solution of the problem and vibration analysis of membranes with discontinuously varying thickness is presented. In reference [2] the finite element method in the analysis was also used. The free vibration problem of annular membrane with many discontinuous variation of the density is the subject of paper [3] . Although the formulation of the problem deals with the vibration of membrane which consist of m segments (each of constant density), the numerical examples concern the antisymmetric modes of composite membrane consisting of two segments. In this case the frequency equation is obtained by setting the determinant of a 4x4 matrix of coefficients to a derived system of equation, which equals zero. In many papers various methods are applied to solution of the eigenvalue problems. The authors of paper [4] in solving the eigenproblem for annular membrane propose the method of fundamental solution. In this method the free space Green's function are applied.
In this paper the free vibration problem of a composite annular membrane consisting of three segments of constant densities is presented. The solution of the problem (frequency equation, mode shapes) is derived by using the properties of Green's functions corresponding to the Helmholtz operator in an annular domain. An example of numerical frequency analysis is given.
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Formulation and solution of the problem
The free vibration of a membrane consisting of three annular segments (Fig. 1) is governed by the following differential equations:
where u i is the displacement of the i-th membrane segment, are polar coordinates and t is time. The densities of the membrane change stepwise at circles with radii 1 r and 2 r . These circles determine the uniform segments of the membrane. 2   1 1  2 1  2 2  3 2   1  2  2  3 , , ,
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and the zero boundary conditions
Considering the free vibration of the membrane we assume the functions ( ) 
where ω is the natural frequency of the membrane. Taken into account equations (4) differential equation (1), continuity and boundary conditions (2)- (3), we obtain:
The solution of the problem (5)- (8) can be obtained by the use of the Green's function method. The Green's functions corresponding to the operator L in satisfy non-homogeneous differential equation
and the homogeneous boundary conditions: 
where we have used the property of Dirac delta function
Using (13) in conditions (6) we obtain a system of equations:
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These equations have a non-trivial solution for the values of parameter ω which are roots of the frequency equation The mode shapes of vibration corresponding to the determined frequencies we obtain from equation (13) ( ) 1  1  1  0  1   2  1  2  1  2  2  2  1  2   3  2  3  2  2  3 , ,
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where 2n S is received from (15a) ( ) ( ) ( )
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Numerical examples
Consider a non-homogeneous annular membrane whose density changes stepwise in a radial direction. The membrane is characterized by radii: r 0 = 0.2, r 1 = 0.4, r 2 = 0.6, r 3 = 0.8, and by ratios of densities of the segments: Table 1 . The comparison of the results presented in the table leads to the conclusion that increase of the densities ratios causes decrease of the frequencies of the membrane. Table 1 First five frequency values
, for nonhomogeneous membrane shown in Figure 1 for Mode shapes of the annular membrane shown in Figure 1 for r 0 = 0.2, r 1 = 0.4, r 2 = 0.6, r 3 = 0.8, and 1 1.0 σ = ; 2 5.0 σ = are presented in Figure 2 . The surfaces are plotted on the basis of formulas (17) and (18). The first two surfaces (Fig. 2a, b ) obtained for n = 0, represent the axisymmetric modes of vibration and the remained for n = 1 and n = 2, present the antisymmetric modes of vibrations.
Conclusions
In this paper the solution to the problem of free vibration of an annular membrane consisting of three concentric segments, each of constant density is present-ed. The frequency equation and mode shapes are expressed by Green's functions corresponding to relevant Helmholtz problems. Numerical results presented in the table show the effect of change the densities of the membrane segments on the eigenfrequencies of the system: increase of the ratios of densities causes a decrease of the free vibration frequencies. The presented here the method to solution of the free vibration problem of a membrane consisting of the three segments can be generalized on the annular membrane consisting of an arbitrary number of concentric segments.
